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Fig. 1. Structure, features, and benefits of EI.

schedulable loads, so it plays a role of not only energy (i.e.,
power, heat, and gas) supplier but also energy consumer. For
example, a EB may be a power supplier and a heat consumer at
the same time. Meanwhile, motivated by the Internet, each EB
is also both the information supplier and information consumer,
and they only exchange information with its neighbors through
local network. Moreover, all EBs are cooperative to achieve the
maximization of social welfare while meeting a set of local and
global constraints. Then, each EB can determine its correspond-
ing energy-production or/and energy-consumption. It is worth
noting that each EB may compensate its self-energy-demand,
and even make additional profit by selling the part of overabun-
dance energy to other EB. In this case, it can be seen as an
energy-supplier. Otherwise, it is seen as an energy consumer.
In such an energy management framework, EB can somehow
weaken dependence on utility grid and promote network flatten-
ing; meanwhile, there will be more interactions and flexibility
among EBs. More importantly, driven by profit, it is able to cre-
ate sufficient incentives for each EB to make self-installation of
renewable energy resources, resulting in increased penetration
of renewable energy resources.

3) To integrate and coordinate the large number EBs with
the plug-and-play feature, both the physical and communica-
tion topology of EI are subject to variability and uncertainty.
Therefore, it is imperative to develop a distributed control strat-
egy, with decision made by the EBs themselves rather than a
central controller. This also means that each EB should have
the function of local information processing and computing.
The distributed implementation fashion benefits for enhance-
ment of system reliability, flexibility for possible expansions
of distributed energy resources, and scalability in terms of the
computation and communications burden, etc. Moreover, in
the proposed energy management framework, it achieves the

vertical energy supply mode to peer-to-peer mode. To be spe-
cific, EBs have peer-to-peer relationship. The renewable and
conventional fuel devices are in peer-to-peer mode to accom-
plish their own function. In addition, the diversified energy re-
sources, including electric power, gas, and heat, are also in the
peer-to-peer mode to collectively achieve their optimization,
management, and control.

From the discussion above, the major differences of EI and the
smart grid on EMP are summarized as follows. First, the smart
grid mainly focuses on the optimization and management of
electrical power on power system aspect, in which the electrical
power is the major energy medium in the process of energy-
generation, energy-conversion, and energy-consumption. How-
ever, EI focuses on integrating various kinds of energy resources
to fulfill the coplanning of different energy networks, which con-
tains multitype coupled energy mediums such as power, heat,
and gas. In addition, each energy network in EI is in peer-to-
peer position to fulfil its functionalities. Second, each unit of
smart grid can be only seen as an electrical power supplier or
consumer in one scheduling horizon. On the contrast, the EB
in EI, regarded as both energy supplier and consumer, can play
multiple roles at the same time. Last but not least, both smart
grid and EI are eager to develop distributed methods for the
EMP. However, the strongly power-heat-gas coupling situation
of EI, which exists in the objective function and constraint limits,
vastly increases the solving difficulty and is more complicated
than electricity.

B. System Model

1) DRG and DRHD Models: For DRGs, the solar radi-
ation and wind are the major energy sources with zero fuel
cost. Thus, the direct cost of renewable generators is often the


